Why AI makes more sense than medical scribes

Move beyond scribes to automatically document care

44% of scribes have no prior experience

Only 22% of scribes have a form of certification

Meet the Nuance Dragon Ambient eXperience (DAX)

Clinical documentation that writes itself™

1. Improve the patient experience

70% reduction in feelings of burnout and fatigue

93% would be disappointed if they no longer had DAX

2. Boost physician satisfaction

83% say their physician is more personable and conversational

81% say their physician is more focused if they no longer had DAX

75% say their physician spends less time on the computer

3. Increase operational efficiency

3-5 appointments added per clinic day, on average

50% reduction in documentation time

7 minutes saved per encounter

Meet the Nuance Dragon Ambient eXperience (DAX)

Clinical documentation that writes itself™

Discover how clinical documentation has moved beyond scribes

Improve the patient experience • Boost physician satisfaction • Increase operational efficiency

Learn more at nuance.com/ambientscribe
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